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Question No: 1 

After defining a Standard InfoCube you must activate it in order to be able to use it productively.During 

activation, the SAP BW system creates two different tables in the database. 

Which of the following tables are created when activating a Standard InfoCube?  

There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. Dimension Tables 

 

B. Attribute Table 

 

C. Fact Tables  

 

D. Text Table  

 

E. SID Table 

 

Answer: A,C 

 

 

Question No: 2  

Which use cases are supported by MultiProviders?  

There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. Facilitating complex reporting scenarios with a MultiProvider that contains several otherMultiProviders. 

 

B. Changing the layout of the dimensions according to business semantics. 

 

C. Combining multiple InfoProviders using a temporal JOIN. 

 

D. Creating a UNION over several InfoCubes and accessing them with a single query. 

 

Answer: B,D 

 

 

Question No: 3  

Which table do you use if you want to know the properties of the delta process of a DataSource (delta  

type, record modes in the delta process, and serialization)?  

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. PSA table of the DataSource 
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B. RSDS in the BW system 

 

C. RODELTAM in the BW or source system. 

 

D. RSOLTPSOURCE in the BW system 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

Question No: 4  

You want to export your organizational hierarchy data from the BW system to a third party system. 

Which option do you use to export the hierarchy data into a flat file?  

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. Flexible InfoSource 

 

B. Transports 

 

C. Open Hub Destination 

 

D. Direct Update InfoSource 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

Question No: 5  

What happens when you schedule a Crystal Reports document in the BI launch pad?  

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. The contents of the report document will be archived on a regular basis. 

 

B. The report is only available in a predefined time frame to avoid peak times. 

 

C. A new report instance is created and available for business users. 

 

D. A new BI Workspace is created and can be integrated into the BI launch pad. 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

Question No: 6  

What must you define to create a currency translation type in transaction RSCUR?  

There are 3 correct answers to this question. Choose: 
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A. Target InfoProvider 

 

B. Technical name of transformation 

 

C. Time reference 

 

D. Source currency 

 

E. Exchange rate type 

 

Answer: C,D,E 

 

 

Question No: 7  

The rights Granted and Not Specified are applied to the same folder for a particular user. What is the 

effective right for that user? 

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. Not Specified 

 

B. Granted 

 

C. Denied 

 

D. Partially Granted 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

Question No: 8  

The SD department requires a Query that calculates a discomtt per sales order, based on the product 

base price, which is valid at the posting date. 

The sales order data is stored in a DataStore Object, while the product base price is available as a 

time-dependent attribute in the master data of the product. 

How can the above described requirement be modelled without loading additional data?  

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. You define a MultiProvider based on the DSO and an InfoObject. 

 

B. You define an InfoCube with a time-dependent navigational attribute. 

 

C. You define a HybridProvider. 
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D. You define an InfoSet with a temporal join. 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No: 9  

What is the purpose of profiles in the Central Management Console?  

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. To schedule reports. 

 

B. To manage application security. 

 

C. To create groups of users so security can be managed effectively. 

 

D. To classify users and groups exclusively for use in publications. 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No: 10  

What happens if you use OCUSTOMER and OMATERIAL in the same InfoCube dimension instead of 

modeling them in different dimension? 

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. The number of records in the dimension table can increase 

 

B. The number of records in the dimension table can decrease 

 

C. The number of records in the fact table can increase 

 

D. A second dimension ID (DIMID. is generated for the dimension table 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question No: 11  

SAP BusinessObjects Analysis edition for OLAP allows only utilizing specific data sources. Which of the  

following data sources can you use? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. SAP NetWeaver BW 
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B. Excel files 

 

C. ODBC data sources 

 

D. Web-based OLAP analysis 

  

Answer: A,D 

 

 

Question No: 12  

You want to create a report that shows the number of employees by cost center and be able to drill  

down by a time characteristic as well. 

To implement this, you create a cumulative key figure NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES. How do you set 

CALENDAR DAY? 

Please choose the correct answer. Choose one: 

 

A. As a reference characteristic with MAXIMUM as the exception aggregation. 

 

B. As a reference characteristic with SUMMATION as the exception aggregation. 

 

C. As a reference characteristic with FIRST VALUE as the exception aggregation. 

 

D. As a reference characteristic with LAST VALUE as the exception aggregation. 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question No: 13  

Which DataSource types can you use to create VirtualProviders? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. Choose: 

 

A. SAP Source 

 

B. Flat files 

 

C. Web services 

 

D. Universe Connections 

 

E. Relational Source 

 

Answer: A,B,E 
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